
Warehouse Space Optimization Checklist

RE-EVALUATE CURRENT LAYOUT
Conduct a thorough review of the current warehouse layout
Identify areas that are underutilized or overcrowded
Rearrange aisles and shelves to maximize space
Ensure frequent items are easily accessible, streamlining order fulfillment

OPTIMIZE VERTICAL SPACE
Measure the available vertical space
Consider taller shelving systems
Implement safety measures for higher shelves

PEAK SEASON PREPARATIONS
Analyze historical data to forecast peak seasons
Designate additional storage areas in anticipation
Brief staff on efficient order processing during peaks

AUGMENTED REALITY (AR) ASSISTED PICKING 

Invest in AR glasses or devices
Integrate with inventory data
Train staff on using AR tools effectively

ADVANCED LAYOUT OPTIMIZATION
Utilize data to understand product flow
Optimize picking paths based on frequency and order data
Consider zone picking to streamline operations

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
Upgrade to a comprehensive WMS that offers scalability
Integrate with other systems for seamless operation
Periodically evaluate the existing tech stack for upgrades or replacements
Train staff on system updates

MOBILE SHELVING SYSTEMS
Research mobile shelving solutions tailored to your warehouse
Implement systems that can be condensed or expanded based on daily needs
Train staff on safely operating and rearranging mobile shelves

Warehouse space optimization boosts efficiency, reduces operational costs, accelerates order fulfillment, and 
enhances scalability, ensuring businesses remain competitive and responsive to market demands. This checklist 
offers both proven and cutting-edge warehouse space optimization strategies for enterprises of all sizes. Harness 
these ideas to refine your storage practices and elevate your logistical operations. = cutting edge
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INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) SENSORS FOR SPACE UTILIZATION 
Install IoT sensors in racks and shelves
Collect real-time space utilization data
Adjust storage strategies based on insights

FULL AUTOMATION
Evaluate automation solutions
Integrate robotic systems for storage and retrieval
Train staff to work alongside automation tools

COMPREHENSIVE DATA ANALYTICS
Collect and analyze warehouse operation data
Adjust storage strategies based on predictive analytics
Train staff on understanding and acting on insights

ROBOT-ASSISTED ORDER PICKING 
Evaluate robotic picking solutions
Integrate robots into the order fulfillment process
Ensure safety protocols for robot-human collaboration

ADVANCED AI-DRIVEN PREDICTIVE STORAGE 
Implement AI-driven storage prediction systems
Adjust storage needs based on AI recommendations
Continuously train and update the AI model

MODULAR DESIGN APPROACH 
Identify areas for temporary storage units
Design sections of the warehouse to allow for easy reconfiguration
Install units during peak demand periods
Dismantle and store units when not needed

UNDERGROUND STORAGE EXPLORATION
Assess feasibility based on geographic location and structural integrity
If viable, design safe, accessible, ventilated underground layout
Prioritize cool-condition items and integrate with inventory systems

DYNAMIC SHELVING SYSTEMS 
Research automated shelving options
Implement systems that adjust based on inventory needs
Monitor and maintain these systems regularly
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